At Schust, we help industrial facility owners take it step-by-step as a third-party provider for assessment, confirmation, documentation, improvement, or replacement of ventilation systems.

Schust technicians have over 50 years of field and engineering experience in electrical and mechanical backgrounds versatile for your site assessment. They know how to identify and assess operational conditions vs. problems, that’s the experience Schust brings to your site.
Expert field services that help keep air pollution control systems running as they are intended.

Inspections and Maintenance

Schust provides general maintenance and inspection services that maximize your ventilation systems. A written inspection report includes the following information:

- Current physical condition of collector(s) and system components
- Tubeshoot layout drawings indicating location of repaired or defective pulse valves, blowpipes, leaking filter media, and venturies on all baghouse units
- Tracking of the system air volume, static and velocity pressure, filter pressure drop, and current test data
- A list of recommended repairs

Ventilation Audits

Knowing how your plant ventilation systems are operating gives plant managers and employees the insight and confidence needed to make responsible adjustments and repairs. Technicians will visually observe and document:

- Material handling methods
- Employee movement
- Access requirements
- Potential exhaust enclosure limitations
- Cataloging the existing air make-up and dust collection systems
- Airflow testing to determine operating performance

Fabrication

With a focus on industrial ventilation, Schust in-house capabilities include specialty contract fabrication, sheet metal, structural, industrial blow pipe, dust collector modules, poppet boxes, and other large collector components.

- AWS certified welders
- CNC Plasma burn table
- CNC Press brakes
- CAD
- Sheet metal and plate rolls
- High bay layout
- Finishing operations include SSPC capabilities
- 30,000 + sq. ft. manufacturing facility

Installation

Schust is proud of the experienced field crews that ensure safe and quality system installations. Crews are trained and stocked with up-to-date installation equipment and techniques in order to provide customers with a modern, safe, and efficient work site.

- OSHA trained
- Personal Protection Equipment (PPE)
- Supervised crews
- AWS certified welders
- Fully-equipped service vehicles

Together for a better world.

Scheuch North America, a division of Scheuch Group, facilitates and supports shared resources between Scheuch Group and its two acquired North American brands, CAMCORP and Schust. Utilizing the expert engineers and field technicians at these two respected brands within the United States, Canada, and Mexico, Scheuch North America brings leading European air pollution control and pneumatic conveying technologies to the North American market.